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Introduction
During military tests, various types of controlled explosions take place above the ground surface. Such explosions generate not only shock waves in air but also strong ground vibrations that may annoy local residents [1, 2] . Studying these effects using full-scale field experiments is costly and time consuming. It is more convenient and much less expensive to study the associated sound and vibration phenomena using reduced-scale laboratory measurements, with a laser as a source of airborne shock waves [3] interacting with large horizontally positioned elastic plates modelling the ground [4] . In spite of a number of useful modelling properties of horizontal plate configurations, flexural waves excited in such plates by shock waves have a specific velocity dispersion that is rather different from the dispersion of Rayleigh surface waves in the ground. Strictly speaking, waves induced in horizontal plates are more appropriate for modelling elastic waves generated in the ice of a frozen lake rather than in the ground. But to increase the thickness of a plate to model an elastic half space, which might be a better representation of real ground, is impractical because of a very large mass of such a structure. Consequently a more realisable laboratory model of a homogeneous elastic ground is a vertically mounted thin elastic plate, so that the generated plate waves have in-plane displacements.
The aim of the present paper is to investigate Rayleigh-type edge waves generated due to the interaction of laser-initiated airborne shock waves with an edge of a vertically positioned large thin elastic plate providing the so-called plane stress condition (see Many investigations of laser-generated Rayleigh surface waves in solids have been carried out in the past (see for example [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] ). However, in all these investigations a laser beam was interacting directly with a solid surface, and Rayleigh waves, as well as bulk longitudinal and shear waves were generated by means of the so-called thermo-optical generation mechanism. This mechanism is associated with the conversion of the incident optical energy into heat at the solid surface and subsequent thermal expansion of the heated area. Due to a relatively small size of the heated area of the resulting thermooptical sources, the entire physical picture in this situation is very similar to the wellknown case of wave generation in elastic half-space by mechanical forces applied to a limited sub-surface area. However, this picture is not adequate for model experiments on laser-initiated airborne shock wave interaction with an edge of a vertical plate, where a laser beam is focused in the air outside a plate edge. The resulting laser-initiated airborneshock wave interacting with a plate edge represents a complex and essentially distributed source varying both in space and time. Moreover, for a shock wave interaction with an edge of a thin plate, the initially three-dimensional geometry of a spherically diverging air shock wave is transformed into the two-dimensional geometry of generated Rayleigh-type edge waves and quasi-longitudinal and SH waves.
A strong shock wave in the air as a distributed source for elastic wave generation in solids has been investigated earlier by one of the present authors in respect of generation of Rayleigh surface waves by electric spark discharge near the surface [10] . In that investigation, a semi-analytical method to describe interaction of air shock waves with an elastic half space was developed. More recently, the generation of flexural waves in thin plates due to laser-induced airborne shock waves has been studied by the present authors both theoretically and experimentally [11, 12] .
The aim of the present paper is to further develop the above-mentioned semianalytical approach [10] and to apply it to generation of Rayleigh-type edge waves in plates by laser-initiated airborne shock waves. The impact of the incident air shock waves is approximated by an equivalent edge force resulting from the combined surface pressure of the incident and reflected shock waves. The well-known analytical expressions for shock wave velocity and pressure in the front of a shock wave are used to describe this surface force as a function of time and distance from the epicentre. The problem is then solved using the integral solution for a two-dimensional half-space. The resulting frequency spectra and time histories of the generated Rayleigh-type wave pulses are calculated for different values of height of the laser-generated spark above the plate edge.
The predicted time histories and frequency spectra of generated Rayleigh-type edge waves are compared with data from laboratory experiments involving laser-initiated airborne shock wave interaction with an edge of a vertical Perspex plate.
Theoretical background

2.1
Specification of the equivalent edge force
The wave velocity ) (r v sh and pressure ) (r P sh in the front of a spherically diverging airborne shock wave can be described by the following analytical expressions [13] :
Here E is the energy instantly released in the origin of a spherically diverging shock wave, 0 ρ is the mass density of the air,
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. 1 ≈ γ is the Poisson adiabatic constant, and 0 ζ ≈ 0.93 is the dimensionless parameter characterizing the self-similar motion of the shock wave front [13] . The superscript "sh" stands for shock waves.
During the interaction between an airborne shock wave with the edge of a vertical plate, a considerable part of the shock wave energy incident upon the edge is reflected back into the air. But the remainder is transformed into the energy of Rayleigh-type edge waves and into the energy of SH and quasi-longitudinal plate waves propagating in the bulk of the plate.
To evaluate the air pressure acting on the plate edge, the latter can be approximated as absolutely rigid. In this case, the edge pressure can be considered as the sum of the incident and reflected pressures. Using the usual linear acoustic reflection coefficient for a rigid surface (equal to 1), the resulting edge pressure can be expressed simply as twice the pressure in the incident wave [10] .
Using the expressions (1) and (2) valid for the shock wave front, the entire pressure pulse due to the air shock wave will be approximated by the two exponential functions [11, 12] . This reflects the fact that for medium and large distances, which are of main interest for the experiments to be described below, the shock wave pressure initially undergoes a discontinuous jump above the atmospheric pressure. Then it decreases below the atmospheric pressure, and finally returns to its initial value.
The air pressure (in respect of the atmospheric pressure) can then be expressed as follows (see also Fig. 2 ): is a constant controlling the duration of the pressure pulse, and
In Eqn (4), the distance r from the origin of laser-induced acoustic shock to the point of observation on the surface is equal to 2 2 h + ρ (see Fig. 1 (upper)).
Using the above-mentioned expression for air pressure (Eqn (3)) and the linear acoustic approximation for the reflection coefficient, the equivalent force normal to the surface can be expressed as:
Using Fourier transform, the frequency spectrum of the above function can be expressed as follows:
Note that the above expressions for the equivalent surface force (Eqns (3) and (6)) have been derived using Eqns (1) and (2) for velocity and pressure in a strong air shock wave [13] . However, for distances r that are large enough, say 0 r r > , where r 0 is the distance at which the particle velocity at a shock front becomes equal to the speed of sound, the above-mentioned expressions for surface forces are no longer valid. Figure 3 shows how particle velocity at the shock wave front changes with the distance from the origin.
In this case the air particle velocity and pressure beyond the distance 0084 . 0 0 = r m (defined from Eqn (1) for 340 0 = v m/s and 8 . 0 = E J (the laser energy per pulse)), have to be calculated using the characteristics of a normal acoustic wave propagating with the speed of sound 0 v . The wave pressure in this case is inversely proportional to the distance:
, where the constant A should be determined by equalizing the air pressure in the shock wave to the acoustic wave pressure at 0 r r = . Moreover, it should be remembered that the time duration of a pressure pulse in a strong shock wave increases proportionally to the distance from the epicenter, whereas in a normal acoustic wave this duration is constant. Thus the time duration of the pressure pulses at distance r=r 0 should be equalized as well.
For an acoustic wave, Eqns (2) and (3) should be replaced by the following expressions:
where the superscript "ac" stands for acoustic waves.
Using the above equations, one can obtain the following expression for pressure valid at r > 0 r : 
Using again the linear acoustics approximation for the reflection coefficient, the equivalent normal force per unit area acting on the plate edge can be considered to be the doubled incident pressure, and the frequency spectrum of the equivalent normal force can be expressed as: 
Rayleigh-type wave generation on the plate edge
In this section a two-dimensional problem of Rayleigh-type wave excitation on a plate edge is considered. The equivalent surface force applied to the unit element of area has been specified in the previous section. In the case under consideration this equivalent surface force should be multiplied by the plate thickness d in order to determine the equivalent edge force acting on a unit length of the plate edge. After that, this problem does not differ from the well-known problem of elastic wave excitation in a 2D half-space (plain strain condition) by a line force applied in the normal direction to the surface (along the x axis) in XZ plane (in this case the coordinate ρ is replaced by x ).
In the case of 2D half-space excitation, the components of the elastic displacements u and w in rectangular coordinate system can be written down using the displacement potentials ϕ and ψ as [14] x z w
The boundary conditions in this case can be expressed as follows: 
where,
Now the solution for the components of displacements, u 0 in x direction and w 0 in z direction, on the surface of the equivalent 2D half-space can be expressed as follows [14] : Finally,
is the Fourier transform of the equivalent edge force from the frequency-distance to the frequency-wavenumber domain.
The spectral components of the displacements of generated Rayleigh waves can be evaluated from Eq. (13) using the method of residues:
( )
where
is the first derivative of Rayleigh determinant over k taken at k = k R .
The above components of displacements have been calculated for the residue at 
The time history of the vertical displacement pulse can be calculated from Eqn (15) using the inverse Fourier transform: The results shown in Fig. 4 represent the predicted amplitude spectra and time histories of the Rayleigh-type edge wave vibration velocity at the distance of 0.3 m away from the epicenter. The assumed heights of laser-generated sparks above the plate edge are 2.5, 3.0 and 3.5 mm. As it can be seen, increasing the height of the laser-generated spark leads to a decrease in the values of the amplitude spectra, pulse elongation and reduction in peak-to-peak amplitudes of the pulse waveforms. In addition, the spectral components are shifted towards lower frequencies.
Experimental studies and their comparison with the theory
Figures 5 and 6 (lower) show the time histories of acceleration pulses measured at distances 250, 300 and 200 mm from the epicenter in the laboratory experiments. As was mentioned earlier, the height of the spark was 3 mm from the plate edge. After allowing for the difference in the durations that are plotted, it can be seen that the data differ from the theoretical calculations by the presence of decaying oscillations. Based on the frequency spectrum ( Figure 6 (upper) ) corresponding to the measured acceleration pulse at the distance of 200 mm (see Fig. 6 ), these oscillations are attributable to the strong peak at about 9.2 kHz. This peak occurs for all measurements, and is apparently related to the resonant frequency of the accelerometer.
Note that peak amplitudes of all three acceleration pulses shown in Figures 5 and 6 are roughly the same for all distances from the epicenter. This provides indirect experimental support for the fact that the observed pulses represent Rayleigh-type edge waves. Indeed, as it is well known, these are the only waves in this configuration that are one-dimensional (propagating along the edge) and, thus, are not attenuated due to geometrical spreading. Moreover the material attenuation is rather low at these frequencies. The response of an accelerometer to a Rayleigh-type wave pulse can be calculated by multiplying its frequency response function (FRF) and the amplitude spectrum of the generated Rayleigh-type pulse given by Eqn (15) . Taking an inverse Fourier transform from this product, one can obtain the calculated time history of the acceleration measured by an accelerometer. The FRF of a typical accelerometer can be expressed as follows [15] :
where T = RC is the accelerometer's time constant (in this case T = 0.5 s was used), 0 ω is the resonant frequency of the accelerometer (assumed to be 9.2 kHz) and % 1 = ς of 0 ω is the accelerometer's damping ratio. The accelerometer's FRF calculated according to Eqn (18) is shown in Fig. 8 .
The amplitude spectra of the calculated accelerometer responses at the epicentral distance of 200 mm produced by a source at 3 mm and 6 mm are presented in Fig, 9 . Figure 10 shows the calculated time histories of the acceleration pulses for a source at 3 mm and 6 mm. Now, the calculated acceleration time histories can be directly compared to the experimental data shown in Fig. 6 .
It can be seen that, similarly to the experimental results, the calculated acceleration pulses represent decaying oscillations at the resonant frequency (9.2 kHz). The small discrepancy between the data and predictions could be due to the different numbers of resolution points used. In spite of this small discrepancy, the time histories of the acceleration pulses predicted after allowing for the accelerometer FRF are in reasonably good agreement with the experimental data.
Essentially, the short pulses of shock-induced Rayleigh-type waves excite the accelerometer at its resonant frequency, which generates corresponding electric signals with narrow spectra around this frequency associated with the observed decaying oscillations. As a result of the relatively low resonant frequency of the accelerometer used in the experiments, it was not possible to observe the complete spectra of generated Rayleigh-type waves. Nevertheless, the agreement of other observed parameters with the predictions demonstrates that the reported semi-analytical theory can be used successfully to describe the experiments on generation of Rayleigh-type edge waves in plates by laserinitiated air shock waves.
Conclusions
In the present paper, a semi-analytical model of Rayleigh-type wave generation on the edge of a thin vertical plate due to airborne shock waves has been developed. As might be expected, it is predicted that generated Rayleigh-type wave pulses depend strongly on the height of the laser spark from the surface: the lower the height the larger the amplitudes of the pulses.
Laboratory data, obtained using laser-initiated airborne shock waves incident on a vertical perspex sheet, at different distances from the epicenter of the shock wave, exhibit decaying oscillations at the resonant frequency of the accelerometer. Nevertheless the observed amplitudes and times of arrival are consistent with the generation of shock-induced Rayleigh waves. Moreover, after allowing for the frequency response of the accelerometer, the data are in reasonable accord with the predictions of the developed semi-analytical approach. 
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